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Element K i<) 

Ca~8 : 2.1-103 

Zr''o 1 4.8-102 

Tel3u 2. 7-102 

Cdlls 3.2·10 
snu~ 3.5 

F I<) 

2 .0.10" 
4.4-10' 
2.4·10' 
2.8·10 
2.i'l 

latest data on the {3 decay of neutr0ns9 evidently 
show that in {3 decay the V and A interaction 
types are realized; the precision of the experi
ment does not, however, exclude the possibility 
that there may also be present small amounts of 
the S and T types. Therefore it is of interest 
to calculate the probability of double {3 decay 
also in this scheme (transitions o+ - 1- - o+). 
We have obtained the following expression for the 
half-value period 

r,1,~ 2·1015 (ft) 2 Z2 1 (j I j2 + 1 J !2 ) F (s) sec, (3) 

where F ( e: ) is a function that depends on the en
ergy e: of the transition (see table). A large un
certainty in the value of T tft is introduced by the 
quantity ft, which for the transitions in question 
can neither be calculated theoretically nor satis
factorily estimated from the experimental data. 
Making the usual assumption that ft = 107 for 
first-forbidden transitions, 10 and supposing that 
1Cs/CAI=0.1 (or ICT/Cvi=0.1), wegetfor 
Ca48 the value Tt/2 = 2 X 1022 years. 

The results of our calculations show that at the 
present time the question of the existence of neu
trinoless double {3 decay cannot be regarded as 
finally settled by the work of Dobrokhov and others1 

and the search for this effect for the purpose of 
establishing higher values of the lower limit on 
T tft is of real interest for the theory. 

In conclusion the writer expresses his deep 
gratitude to I. S. Shapiro for the suggestion of this 
topic and help in studying it. 

*The function f( s) used in references 2, 5, and 6 differs 
from our K (s) by the fact that in obtaining it account was 
taken of the energy dependence of the Coulomb correction 
factors. In references 5 and 6 the Coulomb factors are re
garded as independent of the energy, but the writers use f(s) 
instead of K(s). 

tin Eqs. (2) and (3) the {3-decay constant is included in 
ft, so that o <ICI ~ 1. 
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THE theoretical prediction and experimental detec
tion of longitudinally polarized electrons and posi
trons in the {3 decay of non-oriented nuclei has 
heightened interest in the problem of bremsstrahl
ung and electron-positron pair production, taking 
into account the polarization properties of the par
ticles participating in these processes. Since the 
bremsstrahlung of a polarized electron has already 
been examined in references 1 to 4, we confine our 
investigation here to the pair production process. 
The bremsstrahlung and pair production process 
in the ultrarelativistic case was considered in ref
erence 5. 

In the present work, we investigate pair produc
tion by a circularly polarized photon in the field of 
a point nucleus. The treatment is general, and is 
suitable for all values of angles and energies. 

In the Born approximation, the effective cross 
section for pair production is given by the formula 

dcrp (&+, f!_) d£.2+dP,_ 

c~ .~~ (~)a K+K-k+k_dK+ (S+S) dD. dD (1) 
7t'2 c1i x.x'4 P -r- -' 

where ( s+s )p is the square of the matrix element 
for pair production, E± = cliK± = eli.,; k~ + k;, lik± 
are the total energies and momenta of the positron 
and the electron, Eph = cliK = E+ + E_, liK are the 
energy and momentum of the photon, liK' = liK - tik+ 
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- lik_ is the momentum transferred to the nucleus, 
and dg± are the solid angles of the emerging posi
tron and electr.on. 

Taking the spins of the photon, positron, and 
electron into account we obtain the following ex
pr~sion for ( s+s )p : 

(S+s), = (4K+K_x2r 1 [f , 0 (6+, 6_) 

+ s+s_F pt (~+' 0_) -lsJ , 2 (0+, 6_)- ls_F , 3 (6+, 6_) l, 
where 

F pn (6+, &_) = - (K:._- x'2 / 4) k't sin2fJ+ I~;_ 

(2) 

·- CK't- x'2 1 4) k_:_ sin2 a_ 1 ~=- + (x2 I 2- K-t-K-- x'2 I 4) 

)( 2o I~+~-+ (k't sin26+ + k2_ sin2 6_) x2 1 2~+~-• 

F pl (6+, fi_) = - (2k-t-k_)-1 {[2 (k~- K-t-K-) (K:._- x'2 I 4) 

- k~ (3K2_ + K't)l k't sin26+ I ~'t 
+ f2 (k~- K-t-K-) (K't- x'2 I 4) 

- k~ (3K+ + K2_)J k2_ sin2 a_; ~z_- 2 [2 (k~- K+K-) (x2 I 2 

- K-1-K-- x'2 I 4)- k~ (K-- K+)2 l o I~+~-
+ xk~ (K-- K-t-) o (~::j::2 - ~::::2 J + 4k~x2K+K- I~+~

+ ><2K-t-K- (k+ sin2 (J+ + k:._ sin2 IL) I~+~-

+ xk~(K-- K+) (k't sin2 f)+- k:._ sin2 &_)I~+~-

- x2k~ (K- I~-+ K-t- I~+)- x2k~ (K- (K_ + .,.o L) ;~+ 

+ K+ (K + + .,._n.k+) I ~2_)}, 

F,," ('!+, &_) ~=- (2k+)-1 

X {(K+x·L- K+x·k+ + K+"-2 - xkg) k't sin'2fJ.1./ ~S-

+ (K+x • k_- K+x • k+- K-1-x2 + xk~) k:._ sin2 (j_ / ~=

- 2K+ (x• k __ -.,. • k+) o I~+~-+ x (K-1-"-- k~) (k2t sin2 (J+ 

- k:._ sin2 rq I~-+~-- xkgo (~+2 -- ~:::: 2 ) + x2k~ (k'"_ sin2 I;_ 

-- k't sin2 6+) / ~3_~ __ }, 

F,," (6+, &_) ,-~ (2k_)-1 {(K-x·k_- K-x·k+ 

+ K-x" ~-- xk~) k'"t- sin" 6+ I~+ + (K_x·k_-K _x·k+ 

-K-><2 + xk~)k~sin2fJ_j ~=-- 2K_ (x• k __ - x•k+) o I~+~--
-- zk~1Q (~+2 - L\::::2 ) 

+ x (K-" --- k?,) (k't sin2 fJ..;-- k:._ sin2 L) /~-I~ 

+ x2k~ (k:_ sin2 L- k~ sin2 0+) / ~+~~-}. 

cos6± =X0·k±lf<±. ~± =K±-k.:cos6±. 

o'~'k+k_sinu+sinLcos(;>+-'f'-). x0 =xfx. (3) 

The quantities Z, s+, s_ = ± 1 in Eq. (2) deter
mine the proj~ctions of the spins of the photon (in 
units of li), the positron and the electron (in units 
of li/ 2), respectively, in the directions of their 
motion. 

Integrating the effective cross section over the 
angle of emergence e _ of the electron, we obtain 

do,, (6+) dD.+ = Cp IQ,11 (e,) + s+s_Qp1 (6+) 

-ls+Qo2 (SJ- ls_Q,3 (6+) I dD.L, (4) 

where 

can be expressed in terms of elementary functions 
(which we do not present here), and 

C, = Z2 (e2 I ch)3 k+k_dK+ I 4-:t2x3 • 

After integrating Eq. (4) over e+, we obtain 

d:;, = C, [G,0 + s+s_G,1 -ls+GP2 -ls_G,,1], 

a,,=~ Q,, (fJ+) dD.+, i = o, 1, 2, 3. (5) 

for the effective cross section. 
In the general case, the expressions for Gpi 

are quite unwieldy. However, in the ultra-relativ
istic case, they are substantially simplified: 

G,o =TiP (2K+K- + 3K't + 3K:_), G,l = -TiP (KL- Kj, 
0,2 = -- "'Jp"- (3K+- K_), G,3 = -· 'YlP" (3K_- K+), 

-r1 ,=2(L,--J).-:2 13K+K_k~, Lp=2ln(2£+E_/Ephmc2). (6) 

The result obtained by McVoy and Dyson5 follows 
from Eqs. (5) and (6) as a special case. 

In the case of complete screening, the quantity 
Lp - 1 in Eq. {6) is replaced by 2 ln { 183 z-1/3 ) 

{to within %>. 
The degree of polarization of the pair can be 

determined as follows: 

(7) 

where the first and second of the symbols and * 
correspond to the values + 1 and - 1 of the spins 
s+ and s_. In the general case, Eqs. {4), {5), and 
{7) determine the angular and energy dependence 
of the effective cross section and the degree of 
polarization of the pair. 

Recently, Olsen and Maximon investigated the 
process of bremsstrahlung and pair production in 
the ultra-relativistic case, taking Coulomb correc
tions and screening into account6 (the effective 
cross section was averaged over the final spin 
states of the electron) . It turned out that these 
corrections have no significant influenGe on the 
degree of polarization. 

In conclusion, I would like to thank Prof. A. A. 
Sokolov for guidance, and B. K. Kerimov for dis
cussion of the results. 
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T~E energy radiated from a particle with spin 2, 
moving uniformly in a medium with a velocity higher 
than the phase velocity of light in that medium 
( Cerenkov effect), can be determined in .analogy 
to the phenomenological theory of this effect for 
the electron (see reference 1, §32). 

The free field operator for a particle with spin 2 
has, according to the general, relativistically-co
variant equations of first order, 2 the form 

(1) 

where the matrices y, of dimension thirty, are 
known from references 3 and 4. The interaction 
of charged particles with the electromagnetic field 
is obtained by changing the operator o/oxk to the 
operator o/oxk - ( ie/nc) Ak. The field of virtual 
photons interacting with the particle moving in a 
dielectric with a refraction coefficient n = c/ c' 
is obtained from the fundamental formula (1) in 
analogy to the theory for the electron.1 There
sult is 

w+ (r, t) =- ieL -'/• ~ V2r.c'h I K (r·a+) 
K 

X exp(ic'K0 t -- iK·r), (2) 

where e is the charge of the particle, K1, K2, K3, 

and K0 = K = v' Ki + K~ + K~ form the four-dimen
sional wave vector of the photon, a+ ( af, at, at) 
are the amplitudes of the photon field acting on a 
function of the number of photons included in the 
wave function. The aJi satisfy the commutation 
relations 

and the condition of transversality ( K ·a+) = 0. 
The probability for the radiation process can be 

determined by considerations similar to those of 
the electron case. The energy W radiated from 
the particle per unit time is 

(ijtn ' _ , , ...L, '...L + 
"I _ 2 ~ koK '_ G =' _1_ "' b' (r'a) ·r.4· b · b · ".• (ra ) b U: - e c k GdK, SK L.J , , , , ,_._ , , 

n n , b '" · b . b · --4b 
s,s '4 ' ( 4) 

where b and b' are thirty-component functions 
of the wave vectors ke and k~ ; the primes refer 
to the state of the particle after radiation; wm is 
the maximal radiation frequency, which depends on 
the momentum of the particle according to the for
mula 

(5) 

the direction of the radiation is determined by. 

cos & = I In~ + (K I 2k) (I - n-2), (6) 

{3 = v/c, where v is the velocity of the particle. 
The conservation laws are fulfilled: k' = k- K, 
k0 = k0 - K/n. The frequency of the light radiated 
from the particle is equal to w = cK/n. 

The classification of the wave functions accord
ing to the projection of the spin on the momentum 
of the particle and the normalization with respect 
to the charge I/J*Ay4 = 1 in the calculation of the 
quantity G were carried out with the help of the 
covariant method proposed by Fedorov. 5 

In the general case, as well as in the nonrelativ
istic approximation, we were faced with exceedingly 
complex calculations, which we were unable to mas
ter. The comparatively simple calculation in the 
extreme relativistic case leads, with (4), to 

"'m 

w = e'£2 \ (!) {32 (£ ~ nn ~ c~2s 6)• + 32 (£- !1/i(!) cos (J)2 
5120 c£4 .) ( - "' 

() 0 

(hw)2 sin2 6 -+- E _ hw (E- nhw cos&)-+- (E- h(u) (E- nt,(u cos fi) 

-+- 4 20 [n6 (1icu)6 sin6 6 + 4 n•(hw)4 sin4 6 _1_ 3 2 ('(•) 2 s· 2 e] 
, COS (£-hw)• (E-hw)' 1 n n J In 

[
n5 (hw)• sin5 6 n3 (1iw)3 sin3 6 + Scos & sin (j (E -hw)• (E- nhwcos fJ) -~ 8 E -hw 

n 3 (hw)" sin3 e ]} -;- 3 (£ _ hw)' (E- nhuJ cos fJ) d(•J, (7) 


